Our main aim is to relate the size of the code with the distribution of distances near the minimal distance.
Our main concern is with the case where il is proportional to t i .
When 11 tends to infinity and d / i i tends to CS < 1/2, then . 4 ( i i . d ) is exponential in i i . The determination of the basis for this exponential function is a difficult question of fundamental importance for coding theory.
We need some notation now: The rate R(C') of a code C' is (Here and elsewhere in the paper 1og.r. stands for log,.r.) Let 
R(1t.d) = log.4(1?.4' T I -'
be the maximum rate of a code of length T J and minimal distance tl.
Next, for every real number 0 5 h 5 1 let
where tl,, = (5 t i ( 1 + o( 1 ) ). (Here and elsewhere in the correspondence all o( 1 ) terms are taken for n i x.) As usual, the entropy function is H ( . r ) = -. r I o g . i~-( l -. r ) l o g ( l -. r ) .
The best known lower bound for B ( h ) goes back to Gilbert [7] 1 1 -2
Gilbert's proof of this bound is simply to "grow" a code, by always adding new codewords subject only to the constraint that no distances smaller than h I t occur. Despite its extreme simplicity, Rib) 5 ,r(6) = H(l/2 -~m ) .
We also define R , ( h ) = liiiisiip 1 1 : ,~ (C') where :,, = i.5 + o ( 1 ) ) . i i and the supremum i s taken over all codes of length ) t and minimal distance dr, = ( 6 + o( 1 ) ) . t i .
It is of considerable interest to study the possible distance distributions of codes, and our paper is a contribution to this area. Let us remark that if in the proof of the Gilbert bound one selects the next codeword at random, while maintaining a minimal distance of 2 h t ) , then the resulting code C achieves the Gilbert bound and almost
e.g., [6] . The same distance distribution i s obtained (almost surely) if one selects at random No known family of codes meets the Gilbert bound and has asymptotically a different distance distribution. So a natural extension of Problem 1 is as follows:
Problem 2: Is it true that for every s. CS, 0 < 6 < s 5 112, Our main result is that if C' is a code of length 71 and
In other words, a family of codes, whose cardinalities exponentially exceed the Gilbert lower bound must have "many" pairs of codewords whose distance is close to the minimum. Specifically, the distance distribution of such codes must exceed those of the "random" Gilbert code in a certain neighborhood of hti.
The neighborhood of the minimal distance is given by the following function. Define
The functions I ! I . I J~. 11 are tabulated in Table 1 
In particular, we have instead of h . The maximum is taken over the interval
[ t S , v ( ; ? ) )
[ , 9 . 7 r p ( R ) ) = p . 6 ) .
So indeed the conclusion of MRRW is obtained from weaker assumptions:
Theorem 1.4: Let C be a code of length 11 and let 6 = r 1 2 ( 3 ) be
The proof of Theorem 1.1 consists of two separate arguments, involving the functions U 1 ( 5 ) and 712 (6 ), respectively. The proof for II 1 (6) is based on a simple double counting argument, and is given in Section 11. The proof for u z ( h ) is based on a variant of the linear programming method as applied in the proof of (2) and is given in Section 111. Both proofs give, in fact, a slightly stronger statement,
for every s in the interval [ 6 .~( 6 ) ) , where cc.n(.s) is a certain nonnegative decreasing function of s. The actual function 11'6 as obtained in the two proofs is given in Sections I1 and IV, respectively. (The asymptotic analysis of Krawtchouk polynomials in Section IV may be of independent interest.)
Both arguments described here apply to other types of codes and give analogous results for constant-weight codes, for codes over larger alphabets, and for spherical codes.
What remains a mystery is the behavior of the distance distribution of codes near the minimum. We conjecture, for example, that
Rn(6) = 0 for every h. Several open problems on the behavior of binary and spherical codes near the minimal distance are discussed in the final Section V. We also suggest a possible way to get upper bounds on the individual Ills via a certain hypercontractive inequality of Beckner.
AN AVERAGING ARGUMENT
Proposition 2.1: For every binary code C of length 11 and every (1 -p, ) . It follows that the expected Hamming distance between two randomly chosen codewords is (which is the size of the code) wbject to his system of inequalities.
The Krawtchouk polynomials Ii:"' are defined as follows:
Whenever the value of 11 is clear from the context, we omit it and
The MacWilliams-Delsartes system of inequalities for binary codes write I<A ( x ) for Ii~"'(.r). Delsarte's linear programming method is to derive an upper bound on the size of the code, by maximizing the sum of the 4 , ' s (which is the size of the code) subject to this system of inequalities.
It is convenient to work with the dual linear program which has the following simple form. 
(n(.$)..r) -H ( n ( s ) )
: h 5 .r 5 s}} + o ( 1 ) . (12) Proof: Apply the previous proposition with a choice of .I(.r) much like that of MRRW, namely
>J(.r) = ( . -s)-'(I;t(~/)Iit+~(.r) -I</+1(u)Iit(.r))'. (13)
However, here t and (( are selected as follows: t is the largest integer for which .~'(lt) < s i i , and (I is the (unique) point in the interval
( .~' $~+ ' ) . . r $~) )
for which ICt(n) = -ICf+l(a). As observed in [ I l 
l o g ( j ( 0 ) . I p l ) = H ( t ) + O ( l ) = H ( O ( S ) ) + O ( l ) . l o g ( B , j ( 2 ) . jtl) = b,(C) + 2 k ( n ( s ) . . r ) -H ( t ) + o ( 1 ) .
Denote r = ,r . n and calculate the ?th term in the sum -1
I I
By the previous proposition Theorem 3.2: For C a binary code of length I ) , and minimal
where
is a nonnegative function of s in the interval [h. U Z ( h ) ] .
this choice, H ( n ( s ) ) = 1 -H ( h ) . We get that
Proof: Apply the previous proposition with s = u t z ( 6 ) . With
k ( a ( u Z ( h ) ) , . r ) -H ( c l ( i i > ( h ) ) )
: h 5 .r 5 u 2 ( 6 ) } .
We get (14) with
(cc,(h))..r)
which simplifies to (15). To show that cT. is nonegative we need the following 
Proof This follows from the following orthogonality relation of Krawtchouk polynomials (see, e.g., In what follows we assume that both j and s grow linearly with IC, ( z )
We also know, of course, that Zi,(0) = (;) and by multiplying appropriate instances of (1 8) we get an approximate value for I<, ( r ) , How good is this approximation? Our only inaccuracy comes in from a product of ( ) ( / I )
terms each of which equals 1 + O ( 1/1,), so we get an answer that is correct up to a constant factor that is bounded away from zero. Our final goal is to obtain an expression for
and the above analysis will yield an answer with an additive error of O( l / l t ).
We get, then
+O( l / t / ).
By Euler-McLauren, this sum may be approximated by the approIt follows that priate integral.
V. FINAL REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this correspondence we revealed relations between the distribution of distances in the vicinity of the least distance and the size of the whole code. The distance distribution near the minimum distance remains a great mystery. For linear codes Conjecture 1 simply reads as follows: Conjecture 2: The number of codewords of minimal weight in a linear code of length n is subexponential in 1 1 .
Remark:
We cannot even show that for a binary linear code of exponential size, the number of codewords of minimal weight is exponentially smaller than the size of the code.
Here is the analogous (more general) conjecture for sphere packing. where 15,l is the Kronecker delta.
Index Terms-Spectra of codes, Krawtchouk polynomials.
The binomial distribution is a well-known approximation to the distance spectra of many classes of codes. For example, it is known to be tight for the weights of BCH codes (see, e.g. [7, sec. 9 .101). . These estimates show that, provided the dual distance is large enough, the spectrum of the code rapidly converges to the binomial distribution. How close can the real distribution be to the binomial one? In this correspondence we give a lower estimate for the deviation from the binomial approximation thus showing that it cannot be too sharp. We also establish an identity relating the error terms to the dual spectrum of a code.
RESULTS
We start with the following auxiliary lemma [3] . The proof is presented for self-completeness. 
h =O When it does not lead to confusion n is omitted, i.e., Pk(.r) = P t (s).
The following values are of importance for us: 
